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Contact is a new waiting area seating system, designed with a visual lightness, 

approachable precision and candid distinction. 

 

The innovative Contact seating system is both adaptable and robust, designed and 

manufactured especially for projects where the furniture will be in constant use. The 

seating has been developed to satisfy the most demanding anthropometric and 

ergonomic requirements while its simplicity and low maintenance requirements 

ensure the products long term performance. 

 

Contact’s relatively small footprint and stylish simplicity makes it affordable without 

hindering its visual elegance. 

 

Perfect for a cost sensitive market 
 

Contact works perfectly as a bench seat for Airports, Ferries & Cruise Ships, Healthcare, 

Public Buildings, Waiting Areas…and more 

  

Designed with a visual lightness, 

approachable precision and candid distinction 
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POSITIONING SYSTEM 

 

With Contact, unlike more conventional seating solutions, the seat and accessory 

positioning system is not static or pre-defined. Contact employs a clamp like, fixing 

mechanism which fits to an uninterrupted beam. 

 

 
 

This allows the parts to be fitted in any position along a straight line. So, whatever 

spacing you want between your seats, whatever position you want the arms and tables, 

Contact will let you do it. 

 

Thanks to its versatility, Contact will easily cater to a luxurious, open waiting areas with 

a comfortably spaced seating configuration, or a small, enclosed area with a need for a 

lot of seats with a tight, dimensionally informed configuration and everything in between. 

 

 
watch this video for more details 

 

https://youtu.be/JDDfNUpdeAI
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FUNCTIONAL SPECS 

 

Seats 
 

Contact Polyurethane (PU) seat shells are manufactured using 

our specially formulated Z-Form self-skinning, structural 

polyurethane foam system. The foam is molded onto a steel 

frame, which allows the polyurethane foam to flex and conform to 

the user’s shape, enabling maximum comfort for extended 

periods. 

Our standard color for polyurethane components is Graphite RAL 

9011, but Z-Form can be matched to most RAL or Pantone 

colors. 

 

Contact Upholstered seat shells are available in a range of 

vinyl, fabric or E-leather. The upholstery, cut and sewn with a 

distinctive center stitch, is fitted over a fire-retardant core foam 

and structural birch plywood shell. A range of colors are available 

for each individual material. 

 

All seat options are mechanically fixed to the system facilitating easy removal and 

replacement. Stock polyurethane replacements can be ordered as and when required, 

but with any special PU colors, customers are advised to order an extra 5% of 

replacements when initially purchasing the system. 

 

 

Standard Contact seat spacer brackets 
 

For maintaining the correct distance between seat 

rows when placed back to back. These integrate 

seamlessly into the design of the product, making 

them as inconspicuous as possible. The spacer 

bracket generates a gap between back to back rows 

of 100mm at the top of a standard back rest. 
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Supporting structure: beam, arms and legs 
 

The main structure of the system comprises of an extruded aluminum beam on to which 

individual parts (seats, tables, arms and legs) are mounted using Contact’s patented 

mechanism. 

 

Arms and legs are powder coated pressure die-cast aluminum moldings. The standard 

color for these components is RAL 7021 and RAL 9006, but most RAL or Pantone colors 

can be specified. 

 

Legs are fitted at either end of the beam. Glide feet attached to the legs can be free 

standing or fix down and are fully adjustable to allow for the system to sit level on uneven 

floors. Anti-slip pads can be added to feet where required. 

 

 
 

 

Tables 

 

Full and half tables are constructed from high pressure compact laminate and faced on 

both the top & bottom using a decorative laminate (other table materials such as Quartz 

and Corian are available). Tables can be positioned at left- hand or right-hand row ends 

or intermediate positions. 
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Power 
 

Powerful solutions 

 

 
 

 

 

DIMENSIONS 
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 Standard Plus 

Seat Types PU Upholstered PU Upholstered 

Seat Spacing Variable seat centers Variable seat centers 

 
500mm to 550mm with arms 

460mm to 550mm without arms 
550mm to 600mm with arms 

510mm to 600mm without arms 

Seat Width 440mm 440mm 490mm 490mm 

Depth 585mm 585mm 620mm 620mm 

Back Height 800mm 800mm 850mm 850mm 

Seat Height 435mm / DDA - 495 435mm / DDA - 495 435mm / DDA - 495 435mm / DDA - 495 
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MATERIALS & FINISHES 
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ENVIRONMENT & QUALITY CERTIFICATES 

 

This product has been manufactured according to 

the environmental management system certified 

as per standard UNE-EN ISO 14001:2015. 

 

The quality management of this product has been 

carried out according to the quality system certified as per standard UNE-EN 

ISO9001:2015. 

 

 


